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Helping older employees and retirees construct their
“social portfolio”
The late Gene D. Cohen, gerontologist at George Washington Univer15 February 2011

sity, came up with a simple but brilliant concept to help all of us stay

Welcome to the twenty-

engaged with life as we age. But to make it work, we need to get

eighth issue of the Retirement
Readiness Report, offered as
a free resource, to help you

started before we are truly aged. In general, people of retirement age
are in the ideal position to implement it, and you can help them. The
concept is the “social portfolio,” and it looks something like this:

think about how your organi-
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zation supports the transition
into retirement.
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What does this mean?
Simply put, you can think of your activities much the way you think of

They’re available at:

your investments. Just as you are wise to diversify your investments

http://www.retirementworks2.com

into different classes, so too you are wise to diversity your activities

/support.asp?id=newsletter

and interests into different classes.

Next month:

The reason for diversification is similar to an investment portfolio as

Keeping money and life in
balance

well: some of your classes of activities can go badly over time, much
as some classes of investments can. Perhaps the biggest difference is
that while investments tend to have cyclical performance, our ability to
engage in activities as we age has a more consistently downward direction. But even so, the speed at which we lose capacity over time
varies by the class of activity we are talking about.
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Cohen’s concept works on the
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capabilities. Cohen refers to this
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One way we lose out as we age
is represented by the two main
columns in the Social Portfolio
diagram: we gradually (and
sometimes precipitously) lose our
social connections. So even if we
strongly prefer group efforts, we
can still end up isolated.
It should come as no surprise to
anyone that the longer we live,
the more likely we are to lose
those closest to us. We often
lose our parents relatively early in
life, but as we enter our middle
years, and increasingly so after
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swimming, exercising, etc. If we
live to be 100, we probably won’t
be doing much along those lines
– we may be lucky, in fact, if we
can get out of bed.
So again, if our happiness in life
revolves mainly around high en-

that, we find that siblings, friends,

ergy activities, we are setting

and perhaps a spouse are lost to

This not only is painful in and of
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and other personal break-ups,
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Cohen’s recommendation, there-
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Fortunately, we are capable of
making new friends, and even
starting new romances, later in

The other way we lose out as we

life. Experts in aging often em-
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phasize that these are, in fact,

tal rows in the Social Portfolio

ourselves up for a sad old age.

while we are still reasonably social and reasonably active – if for
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no other reason than it will be

also check out this month’s rec-

health, as well as an overall

easier to do so.

ommended book and website).

sense of happiness and fulfillment.

Starting up anything new requires
a certain amount of energy – at
least mental energy – and it helps

In many ways, Cohen hits these
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need to know. But the strategy is

venues, and so on. It also helps
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us get initiated into whatever it is

The Creative Age: Awakening
Human Potential in the Second
Half of Life, by Gene D. Cohen,
M.D., Ph.D..
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sound nonetheless, because he
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